






5. The Conference makes a recommendation of

publishing resolutions of the Higher Shari'ah Authori

ty (HSA) of the UAE, and to publish the Shari'ah Stan

dards, that were adopted or to be adopted, in the Offi

cial Gazette [ of the country], so that knowledge of

these standards is attained by all the parties to the

transactions which a re carried by the Islamic financial

institutions. This shall enhance the position of the

Shari'ah Standards while referring to them for dispute

resolution in matters presented before the judiciary.

6. The Conference makes a recommendation of creat

ing specialized divisions in the courts of law to look

after dispute resolution of transcations carried by

Islamic financial institutions. These divisions will

make the the judges aware about the trancations of the

IFis, their peculiar nature, and thegeneric rules and

standards that govern these transcaitons.

7. The Conference ha s concluded upon the impor

tance of dedicating subjects of the banking operations

of Islamic banks in the stream of commercial law,

wherein the Shari'a nature is taken into consideration

and this shall attain legal clarity for all the parties. The

Conference hopes that the United Arab Emirates shall

be a pioneer in this legislative aspect, considering that

the country is taking the lead and pioneersim in the

Islamic banking industry at the regional and global

levels.

8. Further, the Conference recommends to endorse the

Unified Arab Project (the Unified Law of Financial

Transactions), issued by the Arab League, that has the

overall indigenization dimension (al-bu'd al-ta'sill) of

the financial transaction derived from the Islamic

jurisprudence, and to harmonize with AAOIFI Shari'a

Standards, as per the Recommendation No. (3), that

are in line with this overall dimension.
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